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Critical Perseverance in
Research
Emily Faulconer & Jeremy Ernst

There are no secrets to success. It
is the result of preparation, hard
work and learning from failure.
—Colin Powell

A productive researcher maintains a healthy pipeline by
setting goals and making a plan.

Know that rejection is a normal part of the research
process for both funding and publishing.
• Funding venues are selective.

• Academic venues are selective.
• Reviewers and editors are human.
• You are human.
• Less than ideal pick of journal or funding source.
• Formatting oversight.
• Your work may need development.
•
•
•
•
•

Hypothesis
Methodology
Analysis
Lack of novelty
Low priority topic

Funding Rejection

Less than a quarter of NSF funding proposals are awarded.
NSF

2017

2018

Number of Proposals
Number of Awards
Funding Rate
Number of Research Grant Proposals
Number of Research Grant Awards
Funding Rate
Median Annualized Award Size
Average Annualized Award Size
Average Duration (years)

49,200
11,900
24%
41,100
8,800
21%
$141,400
$178,600
2.9

50,500
10,800
21%
42,100
8,000
19%
$141,000
$177,700
2.9

Less than a quarter of NIH funding proposals are awarded.
NIH
Number of Awards

Total Amount (in million)
Number of research project grant
(RPG) applications:
Number of new or renewal
(competing) RPG awards:
Success rate of RPG applications:
Average size of RPGs:

2016

2017

2018

48,906

50,103

52,643

$23,541

$25,013

$27,112

54,220

54,005

54,834

10,372

10,123

11,071

19.1%

18.7%

20.2%

$499,221

$520,429

$535,239

Less than a quarter of NEA funding proposals are awarded.
NEA
Applications Received

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2,063

2,300

2,553

2,833

2,434

431

495

459

501

457

Funding Rate

20.9%

21.5%

18.0%

17.7%

18.8%

Obligated Funds

$12.3

$12.6

$11.9

$12.6

$11.6

Matched Funds

$102.9

$111.2

$128.2

$80.3

$11.4

402

457

405

300

48

93.3%

92.3%

88.2%

59.9%

10.5%

Grants Awarded

Number of FDRs Received
% of FDRs Received

Rejection is the norm.

NEH --- 16% (3,290 rejections)
NEA --- 19% (1,977 rejections)
NSF --- 24% (37,300 rejections)
NIH --- 20% (43,763 rejections)

= over 85K rejections

There are ways to learn from a funding proposal
rejection.
• Acknowledge your effort and recognize the odds were not in your favor.
• Give yourself a defined amount of time to be upset but don’t take it
personally.
• Psychology suggests it may be helpful to try to specifically label the emotion(s) you’re
feeling.
• You are not your output.

• Get back to work – on something else.

• Come back to it.
•
•
•
•

Re-read the request for proposals
Review the panel feedback carefully and categorize
Re-read your proposal
Schedule a meeting with the Program Officer

A conversation with the Program Office can help you
decide your next steps.
• Ask questions about reviewer feedback and seek clarifications
• Specifically ask about resubmission
• Schedule a follow-up meeting to discuss any proposal modifications

Manuscript Rejection

There is a standard review process used by many
journals.
Submit
Paper

Editor
Review

Assign
Reviewers

Collect
Feedback

Review &
Feedback

Editor
Decision

Reject

Revise

Accept

Author

Editor

Reviewer

The quickest form of rejection is a desk rejection from an
editor.
• Scope fit
• Formatting

• Overall quality
• Conflict of interest

• Novelty
• Impact

• Ethics (animal, human, plagiarism, etc.)

If you make it past the editor’s
initial review, your work will be
sent for peer review.

After peer review, you may still get the dreaded “We
regret to inform you…” email.
• Give yourself a defined amount of time to be upset
but don’t take it personally.
• Psychology suggests it may be helpful to try to specifically
label the emotion(s) you’re feeling.
• You are not your output.

• Get back to work – on something else.
• Come back to it.
• Look for whether they will consider a resubmission.
• If not, turn to your backup journals.

If given the opportunity to resubmit, you will need to
carefully consider the feedback.
• Ask for help from mentor and/or co-authors.
• Work through the feedback line by line.
• Strengths & weaknesses
• Explicit and implicit feedback

• Create a numbered list from each reviewer.
• If you do not understand a comment, contact the editor.
• Create a table to organize your work.
#

Comment

1

Weak abstract

2

Missing citation

3

Discuss limitation X

Response

Changes

If given the opportunity to resubmit, you will need to
craft a Response to Reviewers document.
• From each numbered item, make edits in your work and
write an explanation of the changes you made.
•
•
•
•

Be thorough.
Apply structure and word economy.
Respond with evidence.
Be flexible, even if you don’t fully agree with the comment.

• Craft a new cover letter addressed to the editor.
• Include manuscript title and ID.
• Summarize the major revision themes.
• Address any disagreements or comments that did not garner
changes.
• Invite more feedback on your work.

Cautiously and respectfully disagree, especially if you
are not making any changes for a comment.
• We agree with the referee that …., but …
• The referee is correct to point out …., yet …

• It is true that …, but …
• We too were disappointed by the (low response rate,
etc.) …
• We support the referee’s assertion that …,
although …

If a reviewer was confused, a reader may be too.
The editor is the judge if you disagree with a
reviewer.

Some reviewers just aren’t very nice.
• Take time to decide if they are rude or if you are
sensitive.
• Even if rude, they may still have valid points. Look for the
useful information.
• Decide if you think you can get a fair review of your
revision. If not, contact the editor.

In my current research, I have failed 12 times.
Faulconer, E., Dixon, Z, Griffith, J., Frank, H. (2019) Surveying the Safety Culture of Academic
Laboratories. (3 rejections, Under Review)
Faulconer, E., Dixon, Z., Griffith, J., Faulconer, L. (2019) Perspectives on undergraduate research
mentorship: a comparative analysis between online and traditional faculty. (1 rejection, Under Review)
Faulconer, E., Griffith, J., Faulconer, L., Dixon, Z. (2019) A course in context: video course trailers.
Journal of General Education (2 rejections, Final editor review)
Faulconer, E., Griffith, J., Dixon, Z., Roberts, D. (2019) Undergraduate students’ perceived barriers to
research in online education. Scholarship and Practice of Undergraduate Research (3 rejections, Accepted
with 5 rounds of edits)
Faulconer, E., Griffith, J., Frank, H. (2019) If at first you do not succeed: the student benefits of multiple
trials on summative assessments. Teaching in Higher Education. (2 rejections; accepted with 1 round of
edits)
Roberts, D., Griffith, J., Faulconer, E., Acharyya, S., Wood, B. (2019) An Investigation of the
Relationship between grades and learning modes in an introductory research methods course. Online
Journal of Distance Learning Administration, 22(1), 1-13. (1 rejection before accepted w/ 1 round of edits)
Faulconer, E., Faulconer, L., Hanamean, J.R. (2019) Arriving at a Better Answer: a decision matrix for
science lab course format. Journal of College Science Teaching, 48(4), 31-35. (Required 2 rounds of edits
before accepted)

Workshop: Learn from a failure
• Task 1 (3 minutes): Recall a failure.
Consider a task where you recently experienced failure. What went wrong? Who
do you blame for this failure?
• Task 2 (3 minutes): Coach yourself.
What are your options? Who can you go to for support?
• Task 2 (3 minutes): Reframe the failure.
Prepare a few sentences that explain the failure and how you can use this to
grow as a professional. What can you learn from the failure? Can this experience
still lead to the desired result?
I have not failed. I’ve just found
10,000 ways that won’t work.
- Thomas Edison

Don’t let rejection trigger your Imposter Syndrome.
• Revisit your successes so
you see yourself in context.
• Mind your self-talk. You’re
listening.

• Learn how to accept
critical feedback.
• Be realistic about failure in
the research process.

To learn more about the process, get involved as a
reviewer or serve on an editorial or journal advisory
board.
• Pick journals in your research field.
• Reach out to editors if you want more peer review offers than you’re getting.
• Be the example; give high quality, actionable feedback in your reviews.
• Carefully commit to boards as service; Do not over-commit.
Resources:
• How to review a manuscript
• 10 tips for writing a truly terrible review
• How to become a reviewer and what do
editors expect?

• How reviewers become editors

Key points to remember:
• Manuscripts and funding proposals are rarely outright accepted on first
submission.
• Pick the right venue. Follow guidelines for submission.
• Have a back-up plan so you can quickly move on to another journal or funding
opportunity.
• All forms of rejection are an opportunity to grow as a researcher and as a writer.
Do not take it personally.
• Carefully craft your Response to Reviewers if given the chance to resubmit a
manuscript.
• You can learn a lot about publishing by serving as a peer reviewer. You can
learn a lot about funding by serving as a reviewer.
Failure is not a problem. Not learning from failure is.

Thank You
Any Questions?

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CriticalPerseverance

